Pure, Manufactured WashFast Acid Dyes

WF 107 - Flavine Yellow – poor light fastness
WF119 - Sun Yellow
WF199c - Golden Yellow
WF232 – Orange Peel
WF233 - Bright Orange
WF321 – Lollipop Red
WF338 - Magenta
WF349 - Fuchsia
WF351 - Bright Red
WF366 - Red
WF370 - Rhodamine Red - poor light fastness
WF399 - Sangria
WF440 - Bright Blue
WF450 – Imperial Blue
WF478 - Turquoise
WF490 - Brilliant Blue
WF425c - National Blue
WF413 - Navy
WF672 - Black
WF725 - Forest Green
WF817 - Brilliant Violet - poor light fastness